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8th July 2020 
Dear Parents and Carers, 
 
This is a strange topic of conversation for this latest announcement but as Headteacher, I want to address the 
issue of gifts for staff in school. 
 
I know that for many parents and carers, sending in gifts for staff has become a tradition at the end of the 
school year (and indeed Christmas) for many years and whilst I understand why families want to show their 
appreciation to staff, it really isn't necessary and I'd like to appeal to everyone to help me find a new cost free 
tradition at Newsham.  Staff in school are all paid to work here but more importantly, they do so because they 
love the children at Newsham and already know how much you all appreciate everything they do.  
 
I'll explain below why gifts can't be sent in to school this year and the main reason is due to the health and 
safety procedures around Covid-19.  That said, we have the chance to do something different in the years to 
come as the vast majority of staff feel really uncomfortable about families spending money on them at the 
best of times and particularly when finances may be under pressure .  I know that in normal times, it has 
always been the hand written message or picture drawn by a child that has touched a member of staff's heart 
most.  Unfortunately, we can't even accept those from home this year as it contradicts the relevant section in 
our risk assessment and action plan about that has already been approved by staff and governors. 
 
In summary, the reasons for saying no to gifts are two fold.  
 
1. We want to support parents and carers and we know lots of families have had their income reduced or lost 
jobs in our community.  
 
2. The risk assessment says pupils can't bring anything additional into school from  home so it would be wrong 
of me to make an exception for gifts.  
 
I hope you can understand my position and moving forwards, if you have any suggestions for cost free ways in 
which parents and carers wishing to show their appreciation at Christmas and the end of a school year can do 
so, please send an email to our school admin address and Mrs Watson will gather your ideas, which I can 
consider with governors at our Autumn term meeting.  
 
Many thanks for your constant support and encouragement that you extend to both me as Headteacher and 
indeed all the staff at Newsham.  It is priceless and hugely appreciated.  
 
Mrs Armstrong 
Headteacher 
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